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The two highest skills will result in that player’s rating 

 Serving Questions 

B 
Can the player consistently execute a legal overhand serve? Or, against a B team, can the player occasionally serve in a manner which causes 
disruption to a team's ability to pass? (If the answer is no, their skill level is C) 

BB 
Against a B team, can the player consistently serve in a manner which causes disruption to a team's ability to pass? Or, against a BB team, can the 
player occasionally serve in a manner which causes disruption to a team’s ability to pass? 

A 
Against a BB team, can the player consistently serve in a manner which causes disruption to a team's ability to pass? Or, against an A team, can the 
player occasionally serve in a manner which causes disruption to a team’s ability to pass? 

AA Can the player serve in a manner which consistently results in an ace against an A or AA team or causes disruption to a team’s ability to pass?  

 Serve Receive Questions 

B Can the player consistently forearm or overhead pass a settable ball to the front zone having been served by a B level opponent and in the player's 
vicinity, while having a basic understanding of passing technique and serve receive patterns? (If the answer is no, their skill level is C) 

BB Can the player consistently pass a settable ball to the setting zone against a BB level serve or free ball in the player's vicinity? 

A Can the player consistently pass a serve or free ball to the setting zone against an A level opponent/team requiring quick adjustments? 

AA 
Can the player consistently pass the most difficult of serves to the front/setting zone, making all necessary quick adjustments to deliver a near perfect 
pass? 

 Setting Questions 

B 
Can the player, with a passed ball in the front zone, consistently set a hittable outside and middle ball, while occasionally setting a hittable backset? (If 
the answer is no, their skill level is C) 

BB 
Can the player consistently set a hittable ball while running a 6-2 or 5-1 offense, at least at the BB level, including outside, middle, back and quick sets 
(not required), while adjusting to passes that are within a few steps of the setting zone, or are in the front zone along the net?  

A 
Can the player run an A level offense, while adjusting to passes from most areas of the court, with the ability to set accurately on the run, consistently 
making good offensive choices? (Setting the middle from behind the front zone, setting a ball that was passed on or over the net, setting a hittable ball to 
the outside from the back-right corner of the court?)  

AA 
Can the player consistently run the highest level or complex system, consistently delivering hittable sets, while setting passes from all areas of the court, 
occasionally executing spectacular plays? 

 Defense Questions 

B 
Can the player recognize defensive formation and strategy, while performing at the level of a B division player, occasionally making a playable dig to the 
front zone that was hit/tipped directly to them? (If the answer is no, their skill level is C) 

BB Can the player consistently dig an attacked or free ball to the front zone, that was in their vicinity, while competing against a BB level opponent?  

A Can the player consistently dig balls to the front zone, against an A level offense, while making adjustments to the attack of the opponent?  

AA Can the player defend against the highest level players/offense by reading the oppositions attack, consistently digging settable balls to the front zone?  

 Blocking Questions 

B Can the player form a single block which penetrates or soft blocks along their region of the net? (If the answer is no, their skill level is C) 

BB Can the player read the opponent's offense at the BB level, consistently executing a two-person block which occasionally results in a play ending blocked
ball or consistently continues the play with a soft block, or channeling the attack to a desired defensive zone?  

A 
Can the player block against an A level offense, while making quick adjustments, block the ball occasionally to the opponent's floor or consistently 
channeling attacks to desired defensive zones?   

AA 
Can the player read and adjust an AA level offense while physically contributing to the blocking system with block assists or block solo? OR can the 
player dominate an A level opposition's offense resulting in multiple blocks per game?  

 Attacking Questions 

B Can the player consistently execute a legal attack over the net and toward the opponent's side of the court? (If the answer is no, their skill level is C) 

BB 
Can the player attack the ball against a B level opponent, while making adjustments to sets, consistently resulting in a kill? Or, can the player attack 
against a BB level opponent, with the ability to adjust to sets, occasionally resulting in a kill?  

A 
Can the player attack against a BB level opponent, with the ability to adjust to sets, consistently resulting in a kill? Or, can the player contribute to an A 
level offense, consistently making smart attacking choices, occasionally resulting in a kill?  

AA 
Can the player contribute to an A level offense, consistently making smart attacking choices, consistently resulting in a kill? Or, can the player contribute 
to a AA level offense, either via sheer athletic ability or by consistently making smart attacking choices, hitting seams in or around a AA level block or 
using strategic shots, occasionally/consistently resulting in a kill? 

 


